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WHO WEARE 
The Other Press has been Douglas College's student newspaper since 
1976. Since 1978 we have been an autonomous publication, independent 
of the student union. We are a registered society under the Society Act of 
British Columbia, governed by an eight-person board of directors appointed 
by and from our staff. Our head office is located in the New Westminster 
campus. 
The Other Press is published weekly during the fall and winter semesters, 
and monthly during the summer. We receive our funding from a student 
levy collected through tutition fees every semester at registration, and from 
local and national advertising revenue. The Other Press is a member of the 
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Canadian University Press (CUP), a syndicate of student newspapers that 
includes papers from all across Canada. 
The Other Press reserves the right to choose what we will publish, and we 
will not publish material that is hateful, obscene, or condones or promotes 
illegal activities. Submissions may be edited for clarity and brevity if 
necessary. All images used are copyright to their respective owners. 
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A 'pretty good' or 'truly keen' place on Earth 
Cody Klyne 
Editor In Chief 
Last week while shuffling through tabs I'd hastily left open I stumbled onto something on The Tyee (www. 
thetyee.ca) that got me to thinking. The 
article, entitled "BC No Longer Calls Self 
'Best Place on Earth"' written by Bob 
Mackin, discusses-as you might have 
guessed- the provincial government's 
recent decision to, as Mackin says , "de-
brand" BC as the "Best Place on Earth." 
Now I'm no political commentator, so 
don 't expect an "informed" look into the 
various contributing factors ; the skinny on 
who said what to who; or the ramifications 
of the change and what it says about our 
current government: I'm not going to sit 
here and clumsily regurgitate Mackin's 
opinion (I do however suggest reading 
it for yourself). What I will do is take 
this opportunity to comment on what the 
stripping of BC's "brand" for the past 
six years from provincial government 
websites, signage, hokey commercials, 
and license plates says to me as a doe-eyed 
student-citizen of the GVRD. So, with the 
disclaimer out of the way, I'll start off by 
saying: of course "ours" is always best. 
To the editor, 
T hank you for publishing the article "We Must Ban the Blood Ban: UK's New Blood Donation Policy Isn' t 
Progressive Enough." As the article points 
out, the UK's new policy isn't progressive 
at all! That being said, I'd like to draw your 
reads' attention to the Canadian policy, 
which your article briefly mentions. 
Quoting from the Canadian Federation 
of Students' (of which Douglas students' are 
members) website: 
"The Canadian Blood Services 
(CBS), as mandated by its regulator, 
Health Canada, has placed a lifetime ban 
on blood donations from men who have 
had sex with other men (MSM) anytime 
since 1 f:177 . The MSM deferral is part of the 
screening procedures designed to identify 
a variety of behaviors and circumstances 
known to increase risk to the safety of 
the blood supply. The current policy does 
not, however, take into account the use of 
protection in sexual activity, the various 
risk levels of different types of sexual 
interaction, or the donor's relationship 
status. The ban on blood donation from 
the MSM community is discriminatory, 
and based on outdated science and broad 
and old-fashioned stereotypes of the queer 
population." 
Perhaps comparing this kind of 
branding to "fanboyism" is a little hasty, 
but that's where I'm taking it. Besides, 
if you consider what claiming that BC is 
the "Best Place on Earth" says about us, 
the implied hubris is borderline insulting. 
When did we become one of "those 
guys?" The only place on earth that I feel 
comfortable associating a superlative of 
this is kind with is Disneyland because, 
well , I was a kid once and, it's quite 
possibly "the happiest place on earth ." Be 
it rose-coloured glasses or nostalgia, that 
place has got it going on. With Disneyland 
as the high water mark BC, while being far 
from being the "best" place, is certainly 
not far off from being a pretty "good" or 
truly "keen" place. Speaking on a personal 
level as someone who is constantly 
struggling with when ignorance is 
acceptable as a survival tool and when it's 
a damning quality; perception is all about 
what we expose ourselves to. 
As far as the GVRD is concerned: 
yes there's a homelessness problem, yes 
our government has made its share of 
blunders, and yes we're far from being 
green; but we' re working on it. Slowly ... 
we' re working on it. Afar less catchy 
but far more appropriate provincial 
branding campaign would revolve around 
this idea of earnest development with 
the underlining understanding that, hell, 
nobody's perfect. To go along with this 
more honest rebranding, bumper stickers 
could read something along the lines of 
''There're certainly some crappy things 
going on in our province, but we'd like to 
think that the good outweighs the bad!" 
For tourism purposes, we could even 
throw in a "Come to BC!" at the end. 
Slap that on a T-shirt or ceramic mug and 
And, as your 
article points out, 
testing done on the 
blood supply is now 
extremely accurate 
so any restrictions on 
the queer community 
would seem to be 
discriminatory. 
Ben has been in a monogamous 
relationship with his boyfriend for over 5 
years and has perfectly healthy blood, so 
why can't Ben 
they'll sell like Japa Dogs in July. 
Keep your chin up BC. You' ll find 
your identity someday. 
Later days, 
Cody Klyne 
Editor in chief 
The Other Press 
The Douglas 
Students' Union as a 
member of the Canadian 
Federation of Students 
participates in the 
Federation's "END the 
BAN" Campaign. The 
DSU Pride Community 
had information tables 
out last year each time 
the Canadian Blood 
Services Mobil unit was 
on campus and during 
welcome weeks to 
donate blood to 
help save his 
mother's life? 
END THE BANI 
draw attention to their 
discriminatory practice 
and the "End the Ban" 
campaign. We plan to continue to draw 
attention to this issue on campus. 
We encourage everyone to donate blood 
and therein help save lives. But with the 
frequent shortages of blood, there is a large 
segment of the population who are unable 
to help. Let Canada blood services and the 
government know that. For more information 
you can go to www.endtheban.ca as well 
petition cards are available at the Students' 
Union. 
Laura Howat 
DSU Pride Liaison 
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Douglas College Photography Club 
By Marla Asselln-Roy, Staff Reporter 
Are you interested in the field of photography? Although it has not yet been advertised, last week 
the Douglas College photography club, 
named "Capturing the Reality," had its first 
meeting of the semester and is open to new 
members. 
President of the club, George 
Poulakidas, says that anyone is able to 
join-whether you are a beginner or if 
you already know your way around a 
camera. George is an international student 
at Douglas, and after recently moving to 
Vancouver from Greece he decided to put 
his passion for photography to good use 
by becoming president of the club. He 
previously attended a photography school 
in Athens, and he is looking to practice and 
teach his skills with other students who 
share his passion. 
"As a club we will not be only 
interested in skilful photographers, but 
anybody who wants to learn more. A huge 
opportunity for us would be to publish our 
pictures to The Other Press in order to gain 
some experience publishing our photos, 
having deadlines, and having different 
assignments," Poulakidas explains. 
It is not necessary to have an SLR 
camera to join: Poulakidas says that even 
if you have a point-and-shoot camera or 
even an iPhone, basic photography skills 
can still be taught using a basic camera. The 
pictures they will be taking depends on the 
week, depending on what assignments are 
given. For example, pictures may be needed 
to document a sports event, or the club 
may set out to document a distinct social 
issue. "With each assignment that we do, 
we will have a different discussion. Some 
assignments may require different lenses, 
speed and aperture techniques, things like that." 
"Every week, the club will be out taking photographs based on a particular theme. 
Pictures will vary from week to week, depending on what assignments are given.'' 
interests of the members. For example, if 
members are interested in using traditional 
black and white film photography as well as 
digital, Poulakidas has the knowledge and 
experience of using a dark room. 
In addition to using different 
photography techniques, Poulakidas 
explains "I would also Like to start a bigger 
project about a social issue." By this, he 
means that it would be ideal for the club 
to find a current social issue that has some 
sort of relation with an organization. An 
example of this could be the homeless 
people of Vancouver. The club would then 
find an organization that helps to feed and 
clothe the homeless. During the whole year, 
the club would then photograph the life 
of certain homeless people and at the end 
of the year, perhaps hold an exhibit at the 
college. All proceeds of the exhibition could 
then be returned to the organization. ''These 
are our two main goals so far-to be able 
to publish some of our photos as well as 
have an exhibition at the end of the year," 
Poulakidas says. 
Every week, the club will be out 
taking photographs based on a particular 
theme. Pictures will vary from week to 
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Some students in the club also have 
knowledge of Photoshop, so students 
will be able to learn different techniques 
from each other from taking the picture, 
to manipulating the image. "It is also 
important that we give the students 
information about famous photographers, 
because it is through them that students can 
understand what you have to do or how 
you have to present something that you 
want in an image." Poulakidas says that 
it is important to understand the views of 
significant photographers in order to create 
a good eye of your own. "Many people are 
not familiar with other photographers' sense 
of personal composition ... this is important 
to learn because your expression and 
feelings in a photograph all depends on your 
technique." 
If you are interested in joining 
"Capturing the Reality." meetings are held 
every Friday at the New West campus at 
4 p.m. in room 206 of the DSU building. 
You can also check out the "Capturing 
the Reality" Facebook page for more club 
details. Or, feel free to contact George at 
capturingthereality.dc@ gmail.com. 
Consumer and Job Preparation . 
program for adults with developmental 
disabilities faces funding cuts 
Funding cuts which put the future of the Consumer and Job Preparation (CJP) program at Douglas College 
into question have been stayed-for now. 
The year-long Consumer and Job 
Preparation program, which typically 
takes in a small cohort of students each 
year, teaches students with developmental 
disabilities life skills for independent living 
and finding employment-- such as how 
to use public transit and participate in job 
interviews. 
The CJP program is run by contract 
out of Douglas College and supported by 
the provincial crown agency Community 
Living BC (CLBC)-an government 
agency responsible for supporting people 
with developmental disabilities in the search 
for independence and inclusive employment 
in the community. 
Earlier this year, CLBC announced 
that financial support for the Consumer 
and Job Preparation program at Douglas 
College was ending. "The government has a 
long history of giving the college money to 
offer the program," explains Kathy Denton, 
Vice President of the Academic Council at 
Douglas, "and the group that manages the 
government's money [Community Living 
B.C.] said that they were going to have to 
cut the funding." 
However, following the announced of 
funding cuts, parents lobbied to have the 
program carried on. Now, the agency has 
agreed to extend the program's contract 
with the College until August 2012-which 
allows the current group of students in the 
program to complete their year. 
Community Living BC stresses the 
agency's commitment to assisting people 
with developmental disabilities to find 
inclusion through meaningful employment 
and, indeed, the CJP program has helped 
people with developmental disabilities 
to achieve these goals in the past. For 
example, one recent graduate is using the 
skills acquired from the CJP program to 
work at the Old Spaghetti Factory and live 
on his own-something that he was not able 
to do prior to the program. 
othip 
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So here I am, are you ready? 
Nearly a decade later and Blink-182 still has it 
By Kyle Wallis · 
fter waiting eight years for Blink-
82'sNeighborhoods,I finally got the 
hance to indulge some of my middle 
school tendencies last week. The band had put 
off the release date about ten times ... okay, 
maybe I exaggerate a little, but it was expected 
to be released back in May, which eventually 
became the last week of September. So I was 
anxious to see if the trio of punk poets had been 
using their time wisely, or just procrastinating. 
To some extent, it turned out be a little bit of 
both. 
My first thought after listing to 
Neighborhoods went something like, "wow, 
that's darker than usual" -a reasonable 
response. For a band so troubled by broken 
friendships and near-death experiences, 
approaching their newest album must have 
brought back some demons. The first single, 
"Up All Night," reflects those feelings: "Let 
me get this straight, do you want me here/ As I 
struggle through, each and every year." 
song into something instantly memorable. 
Musically, the trio is still as technical and 
brilliant as ever. I really have to give props to 
Travis Barker's drumming; that guy continues 
to astound with both his technicality ("After 
Midnight") and his ability to keep up fast beats 
("Heart's All Gone"). Bassist Mark Hoppus 
"The album is not perfect by any stretch of the imagination, but it's still pretty 
good. For a band that hasn't recorded anything together in almost a decade, 
Neighborhoods is a solid effort." 
The band doesn't let this gloomy feeling 
dominate the album though. Some of the songs 
are still as pop happy as ever, such as "Wishing 
Well," which has a very evident jump and 
groove beat coming from the drums and bass. 
With some collaborative and catchy vocal 
contributions, "Wishing Well" captures Blink's 
ability to make what could just be any other 
and guitarist/lead singer Tom DeLonge play off 
each other well, with one consistently keeping 
the rhythm and the other complementing with 
background melodies. These guys keep coming 
up with good songs time after time, sticking to 
their usual song structure, but keeping it fresh 
by exploring themselves in their lyrics. 
My only criticism is that some of the 
songs are a little too tailored to fit the same 
format. Songs like "Hearts All Gone" and ''This 
Is Horne" revolve a bit too much around the 
standard intro-verse-chorus-verse-chorus-end 
song pattern. This makes me feel like the guys 
were just trying to push out a few more songs 
for the sake of album length. With that said, the 
issue doesn't impede on the overall product too 
much; it's Blink-182, what can you expect? 
The album is not perfect by any stretch 
of the imagination, but it's still pretty good. 
For a band that hasn't recorded anything 
together in almost a decade, Neighborhoods 
is a solid effort. The band also chose not to 
work with an outside producer, which deserves 
commendation. Was it as good as their last 
couple albums? No, but did this album make 
me miss the good old days? Not really. Blink-
182 is still their punk pop selves, just a little 
more mature. 
s 
--~-~--------------------------------------~~~-----------. 
Hail to the king, baby 
King of Dragon Pass has more replay value and depth than most $60 titles 
By Marc Thompson 
.Most iPhone games are known for 
being simple, albeit incredibly 
addictive casual, gaming 
experiences. They' re basic games you just 
pick up and play for five minutes, and those 
that attempt to do more with the platform 
tend to miss the mark, usually due to 
limitations of the system. 
That's why it is so nice to see a game 
like King of Dragon Pass (KoDP) get an 
is a quirky and unique combination of turn 
based strategy, role-playing, and choose 
your own adventure. 
Like most strategy games, there's a 
menu that allows you to perform numerous 
actions (i.e. adjusting farming,launching 
raids, exploring Dragon Pass) . The unique 
part of the game comes from the semi-
random events that pop up. When they do, 
you have a variety of responses to choose 
from , each with their own consequences 
and costs. For instance, if outsiders appear 
and you invite them into your market out 
of hospitality, they might offer you gifts, or 
they might eat you out of house and home. 
"The unique part of the game comes from the semi-random events 
that pop up. When they do, you have a variety of responses to 
choose from, each with their own consequences and costs." 
iOS release. KoDP is adapted from the 
independent PC game of the same name 
released by A# in 1999. In KoDP, you 
control the actions of a tribe of ancient 
people in a fantasy world as they battle for 
wealth, glory and the favour of the gods. It 
Pineapple success 
In addition, these random instances 
are rarely self-contained events. Based 
on your decisions, the events often have 
significant consequences with branching 
plots , sometimes years after the initial 
event. Some of the decisions you make lead 
Chronicling the rise of Vancouverite Seth Rogen 
By Allie Davison, Staff Writer 
I first became aware of Seth Rogen in his breakout film , Knocked Up (2007). Although the overly-graphic birthing 
scene scarred me for life , I found Rogen 
both hilarious and realistic; he was like 
a much wittier version of the average 
"stoner-guy." Of course, diehard Rogen 
fans already knew him from his earlier 
television appearances: as Ken Miller in 
Freaks and Geeks (1999-2000) and as Ron 
Gamer in its successor, Undeclared (2001) . 
I've seen most of Rogen's films 
over the past few years , trying to stay a 
consistent fan through the good and bad. 
Personally, my favourite Rogen movies are 
not blockbuster hits like Superbad (2007) 
or Pineapple Express (2008) . 1'm more a 
fan of his roles in the Kevin Smith directed 
Zack and Miri Make a Porno (2008), and 
in the nerd-friendly Star Wars homage Fan 
Boys (2008), in which Rogen had multiple 
cameos. 
On top of being a hilarious actor 
though, Rogen has also written and 
produced a number of movies, including 
Superbad, Drillbit Taylor (2008) and 
Pineapple Express . He's also lent his voice 
to a number of popular animated movies, 
my personal favourite being Kung Fu 
Panda (2008), although I also got a couple 
laughs out of Monsters vs. Aliens (2009) 
and Paul (2011). 
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However, as with any actor, Rogen has 
had his share of downfalls . Green Hornet 
(2011) quickly received the reputation of 
being one of the worst superhero movies 
in recent years . The followup to the ninja 
panda movie, entitled Kung Fu Panda 2 
(2011), is one I also found atrocious. 
Currently, it looks as though Rogen 
is trying to shy away from the straight-
up comedies and shift over to more 
dramatic films . The 2009 movie Funny 
People placed Rogen.as an up-and-
coming comedian whose idol (played by 
Adam Sandler) is terminally ill. Rogen's 
advantage in these sorts of roles is that he's 
able to add the perfect amount of humour to 
any situation. 
The same holds true in his latest film, 
this year's 50150. Rogen plays Kyle, whose 
best friend Adam (Joseph Gordon-Levitt) 
is diagnosed with cancer. Adam, as the title 
infers, has a 50/50 chance of surviving. 
Rogen delivers a spectacular performance 
as the pot-smoking, sex-craving, back-
talking slacker whose bromance with his 
best friend truly pulls on the old heart 
strings. 
From TV freak to CGI extraterrestrial, 
Seth Rogen's career has taken some 
surprising turns, mostly for the better. 
However, it won't be nearly as surprising 
when his next few movies (My Mother's 
Curse and Jay and Seth vs. the Apocalypse 
- both coming out next year) tum out to 
be amazing successes . 
to huge, epic plotlines later on. The game is 
spectacularly written, particularly when you 
consider it's an iPhone game. 
The storyline and world created for 
this game is incredible, at times rivalling 
Bioware games . KoDP has an incredibly 
rich mythology that you come to understand 
more and more as the game progresses. 
Another key element is that you get to 
decide what kind of clan to play as . By the 
end of the play through, I was surprised at 
how invested I felt in the story of my little 
tribe. 
Of course, KoDP is not for everyone. 
This isn't another a casual game; heck, it's 
anti-casual . The graphics abuse the GUI 
with static art pieces and no animation . The 
game relies heavily on narration, so there 
is a lot of text to read, and it's a bad idea to 
skip through it. Plus it's difficult; I played 
through several times before I managed to 
win a short scenario on the easiest settings . 
If you want a casual gaming experience, 
avoid this . 
As for me,l've already spent 20-30 
hours on KoDP. That's more than I spent 
on several major titles I paid $50 for. The 
game's already paid for itself at only $10, 
and I will still be playing KODP long after 
I've flung my last Angry Bird. 
See these films so green 
Douglas College hosts the environment-driven New West Doc Fest 
By Angela Espinoza, Arts Editor 
As Earthlings, we've come to have a fair sense of pride in our little planet. Everyday we continue to 
find ways to keep this baby healthy and 
spinning. But no matter how hard we 
continue pushing the 'go green' mentality, 
there's always some guy who would rather 
share his recyclables with the garbage bin, 
or worse, toss it on the ground. So what 
better way to get the message across to that 
person than with the simple task of watching 
a film? 
The first ever New West Doc Fest is a 
documentary-based film festival celebrating 
environmentalism, while also focusing on 
additional important social justice topics 
and student-made films from Vancouver's 
non-profit film school, Pull Focus. Best of 
all perhaps is that the festival will be hosted 
by none other than Douglas College's New 
Westminster campus. 
Through the aid of a number of 
sponsors, donors, and a recent fundraiser, 
the NWDF has managed to pull together a 
full billing of films, many of which will be 
followed by Q&A's with their respective 
filmmakers, representatives and sponsors, 
including Fin Donnelly. 
Some of the film's major topics 
include the sudden disappearance of many 
of the world's honeybees (Vanishing of the 
Bees), how big businesses are abusing the 
limited availability of clean drinking water 
(Tapped), and one Vancouverite's struggle 
with cystic fibrosis (65 Red Roses). 
The inaugural festival will be taking 
place from Friday, October 21 to Saturday, 
October 22. Festival passes are priced 
at $20, while individual tickets are $5 
for students and seniors ($7 for general 
admission) . Ticket arrangements can 
be made in advance via email at www. 
newwestdocfest.ca, or can be purchased at 
the door day of. 
Embracing the '80s 
Modern pop loses the vlbe that 1980s music provides 
By Naomi Ambrose 
T oday's pop music leaves me dazed and confused. The songs I hear on today's radio airwaves are cheesy 
and lame, lacking soul and superb musical 
arrangement. For me, the best decade of 
music is the 1980s because there's nothing 
like the 80s for music with soul, passion, 
emotion and rhythm. 
H you've forgotten about the musical 
power of the 80s, then you're in luck, 
because here are my top 10 songs of 
the 1980's. This week, we'll start the 
countdown with numbers 10-6. I'll keep 
you in suspense just a teeny bit longer by 
presenting 5-1 next week. 
10. Tonight, tonight, tonight 
By Genesis 
Release date: March 23, 1982 
US Hot 100 Billboard number: 3 
Phil Collins sings lead vocals with 
such intensity and soul, especially on the 
chorus. Tony Banks also gives a great 
performance on keyboards for a solid five 
minutes. At the end of Banks' performance, 
Collins explodes back into the song with 
VIFF followups 
Another festival comes to a close 
Angela Espinoza 
Arts E..,. 
The Jewel (II gioiellino) 
(France, Italy, 2011 , 110 mins, Dir. Andrea 
Molaioli) 
The second feature by the Italian director, 
Molaioli 's The Jewel takes a fictionalized 
look into the corruption behind Italy's 
capitalist system. Carried by a spectacular 
ensemble cast including Toni Servillo, 
Remo Girone and Sarah Felberbaum, The 
Jewel is a tale of how one stubborn Italian 
CEO refused to let his company die , and the 
consequences that came with it. 
Girone stars as Amanzio Rastelli , the 
inheritor of a cheese and sausage plant. 
Rastelli is the type of man who gets what 
he wants, and the last thing he wants is to 
run a little meat shop. He chooses instead 
to tum the plant into Leda, an attempt at 
a multinational food corporation. At the 
encouragement of his chief financial officer 
Emesto Botta (Servillo), Rastelli takes 
Leda across the map, playing the market 
with milk and snacks. Over the course of 
twenty years, Leda falls into bankruptcy, 
and Rastelli's only option is to perform 
what soon becomes a very public case of 
his powerful vocals. This song was also 
featured almost at length in the Magnum P 1. 
episode "Laura." 
9. In The Air Tonight 
By Phil Collins 
Release date: January 5, 1981 
US Hot 100 Billboard Number: 19 
"In The Air Tonight" features one of 
the greatest moments in music history when 
Collins plays the drums towards the end. 
Case in point? Even Mike Tyson feels the 
long-lasting effects of Phil's beats: during 
his cameo appearance in The Hangover, 
Tyson insists on silence while he listens to 
Phil's drumming. 
8. Everything She Wants 
By WHAM 
Release date: December 27, 1984 
US Hot 100 Billboard Number: 1 
Written and arranged by George 
Michael, this song has a fantastic 
introduction whereby the intensity of the 
music slowly builds up, giving you enough 
time to get your dance juices flowing. 
Andrew Ridgely gives a great performance 
with the electric guitar while Michael sings 
financial fraud. 
The JeweLfeatures beautiful 
cinematography from multi-award winner 
Luca Bigazzi, and a fantastic soundtrack to 
go with it. Despite a very evident effort on 
everyone's part though, The Jewel doesn't 
add anything particularly new to the genre, 
especially following Italian smash hits II 
Diva (2008) and Gomorrah (2008). It's 
an exquisitely made, albeit basic, tale of 
morality that tries to teach its audience a life 
lesson. 
Once Upon a Time in Anatolia (Bir 
Zamanlar Anadolu'da) 
(Bosnia and Herzegovina, Turkey, 2011 , 
157 mins, Dir. Nuri Bilge Ceylan) 
Co-winner of the Grand Prix at Cannes 
and , in this writer 's opinion, soon-to-be 
contestant for the Best Foreign Language 
Film Oscar, Once Upon a Time in Anatolia 
tells the story of a group of men who go 
searching for a body late one night. 
Among these men are authoritative 
figures such as a policeman, a doctor, 
and a district attorney-all of which are 
accompanied by the killer. The group 
travel around the Anatolian steppe for one 
long surnrner night, slowly moving from 
one identical landmark to the next. Over 
the course of this time, various characters 
interact with each other about topics 
on lead vocals with rhythm, funk, and fun. 
With a simple chorus of "Uh huh huh ... Oh ... 
oh ... Uh huh huh .. .Doo doo doo ... La Ia Ia 
Ia," the song is also infectiously catchy. 
7. I Want to Break Free 
By Queen 
Release Date: April 2, 1984 (UK) 
US Hot 100 Billboard Number: 45 
Freddy Mercury gives his usual soulful 
performance on lead vocals while Brian 
May gives an unforgettable electrifying 
performance with a Fender Stratocaster 
guitar. The song's arrangement is also great: 
starting with a synthesizer solo that mimics 
covering everything from yogourt to death 
to women. These interactions each reveal 
truths and lies about everyone involved, 
and it soon becomes clear that each of these 
respectable men has dark secrets of their 
own. 
The film is one part murder mystery 
and one part character study. None of these 
men can be considered truly bad for the 
the sound of brass instruments, it is then 
assisted by a guitar, and then the last verse 
starts in the second minute (also featuring 
a synthesizer and a Fender Stratocaster 
guitar). The song pauses at the final line 
"I've got to break free," followed by the 
fade out. 
6. When The Going Gets Tough, the Tough 
Get Going 
By Billy Ocean 
Release date: November 15, 1985 
US Hot 100 billboard number: 2 
Billy Ocean sings with such passion. 
This song has a fantastic introduction, as 
the rhythm and beat slowly intensify to get 
you ready to dance. The musicians use the 
saxophone and the electric guitar to produce 
spectacular notes. You can also hear the 
excellent sound quality and vocals towards 
the end with the line, "when the going 
gets tough, the tough get going," which 
sounds like an echo. Ocean's song was 
also featured prominently in the Michael 
Douglas film, The Jewel of the Nile. 
So, what do you think? Stay tuned next 
week for my top five '80s song picks! 
things they've done, but that's largely based 
on their naivety towards the impact they've 
caused in someone else's lives. At times 
the conversations become tense, but there 's 
always a strange topic or a powerfully 
natural joke that comes along to remind 
the audience that no matter how dark the 
subject, it's okay to laugh. 
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Rushing away the wealth 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Ute & Style Editor 
I t occurred to me the other day that everything comes with a price; nothing you do is without a cost. This small but 
infuriating factoid occurred to me while I 
was getting ready for school, shaking dimes 
and nickels out of my cat-shaped piggy 
bank, and hiding the fact that I was scouring 
for money for a coffee from my boyfriend 
(he neglects to understand that even though 
we have a French press and almond milk 
in the fridge, Starbucks is still an absolute 
must sometimes). 
The price to merely exist in our society 
increases with every breath we take; every 
action, movement, moment, comes with 
a heavily calculated and weighted price. 
This made me think about how I can't even 
go to the bathroom without it costing me. 
Think about it: toilet paper costs money, 
and so does the establishment where you are 
using the toiletries. If I were to squat down 
outside and urinate, not only would I be 
publically humiliated and scrutinized, but 
if a cop drove past I would receive a fine 
for public indecency. What's indecent is the 
fact that such a basic and primitive human 
need costs me twenty-five cents for a roll of 
toilet paper. 
A roll of toilet paper, on average, 
lasts five days in an American household 
with two occupants; per person that's 
nine sheets per trip to the toilet. The toilet 
paper industry all on its own generates 
$200 billion dollars annually in sales in the 
United States . Doesn't that seem like an 
absurd amount of money for something our 
ancestors did for free? This isn't including 
the cost of the running water, soap, and 
other utilities involved in keeping your 
washroom running. 
In England there are certain areas that 
charge $1 per entry to public washrooms to 
cover the maintenance fees and overhead 
costs. While I was visiting London I 
avoided these bathroom trips, and instead 
opted to buy a three-pound (or six Canadian 
dollar) Starbucks coffee and hit up the 
washroom for free. 
At McDonalds the commercial jingle 
claimed "smiles are free," but upon testing 
this theory out my friends and I were told 
· Decidedly undecided; 
Douglas College's two-year Diploma In Therapeutic Recreation 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
Life & Style Editor 
I t seems that the longer I attend university, the more advantages and opportunities reveal themselves to me. 
When I graduated from high school I had a 
vague idea of what university offered from 
an educational stance, and I immediately 
reviewed my options: Bachelor of Arts 
versus Bachelor of Science, try to avoid 
math at all costs, and stick to classes that 
allowed me write essays over midterms. 
What I didn't realize was the vast 
expansion of diplomas offered from smaller 
colleges that-much like BCIT -provide 
practical skills to increase the chances of 
finding a job upon graduation-unlike 
BAs, which often leave students grovelling 
for jobs and opting to take their PDP and 
become teachers . One of these newer 
diploma programs is Douglas College's 
Diploma in Therapeutic Recreation. 
This two year program allows 
candidates to work in recreation as 
therapeutic aids, recreation planners 
and programmers, recreation leaders, 
and recreation therapists in a variety of 
settings. Health departments, hospitals, 
youth centres, group homes, rehabilitation 
centers, and municipal recreation centres 
are a few places that hire students with this 
diploma. 
Typical starting wages for students 
working in therapeutic recreation are 
8 
roughly twenty dollars an hour, or about 
$45 ,000 per year. Mter completing of the 
two-year diploma program at Douglas 
College, students have the option of then 
taking a full four-year degree to obtain 
a Bachelor in Therapeutic Recreation at 
either Douglas College or the University 
of the Fraser Valley. The University 
of Calgary also has a Community 
Rehabilitation Degree, so students who 
finish a two-year diploma at Douglas have 
an opportunity to transfer to schools outside 
the Lower Mainland. 
Perfect for students who enjoy 
working with people of all ages in a 
recreational environment, the Diploma in 
Therapeutic Recreation at Douglas boasts 
90 per cent success rate for finding a job 
after graduation . If you are taking random 
classes trying to decide what you want 
to do, it is worth sitting down to discuss 
options with an academic advisor to see 
what is best suited for your needs. 
in order to hold a place in line and receive 
said smile, we had to purchase something. 
Needless to say, this scenario ended badly 
and we never received our "free" smile. (We 
didn't purchase anything either so we left 
with grim satisfaction). 
Once I decided to purge myself of 
all clothing purchases for the next year, I 
tried to take my revolutionary new way 
of thinking and apply it to my entire life, 
only to realize that there are things you 
have to buy in order to succeed and exist 
in our society; yet most of these items so 
tedious and unnecessary it seems ridiculous. 
Whoever decided to charge twenty dollars 
for a box of tampons is a genius. 
My new philosophy is to scrutinize 
every purchase with a "do or die" mentality; 
will my life come to a screeching halt if I 
don't buy floss? Am I going to look back 
and kick-myself for not spending hundreds 
of dollars on course materials? Is my 
life going to drastically change if I don't 
purchase sharper knives,laundry detergent, 
hand lotion, or raisins for porridge? 
Probably not. While I may curse my stained 
clothes, dry hands, and lacklustre breakfast 
cereal, I don't need these things to make 
me a better person or drastically transform 
my life. 
While I realize that spending money is 
inevitable, and usually makes me feel better 
about myself (especially if I'm buying a 
new book or clothes), I loathe the idea that 
I am unable to escape the system. I cannot 
stand the notion that even if I choose not 
to, not spending money is unavoidable. 
Aside from necessities like rent, cellphone 
bills, car payments, gas, food, utilities, and 
tuition fees, there are dozens of little tedious 
things I cannot help purchase; making my 
overhead cost of living an exponential 
monthly fee I cannot afford. 
All that I can say is that it's a sad, sad 
day when one is totally and completely 
unable to excrete waste for free. 
Comfort foods to avoid this fall 
Healthy alternatives to seek out and try 
By Gurneev Panesar 
We all love doughnuts, fries, pizza, double-chocolate fudge cake, and croissants drizzled with icing; 
the list goes on. A safe haven for most of us, 
but we all forget that our immune system is 
the weakest during the cold. However, all 
it takes is an extra 100 calories per day to 
pack on those extra pounds over the course 
of a year. For those of you with a sweet 
tooth,l am sorry to say that sugar can not 
only greatly compromise your system, but 
it can send you into a free fall and the next 
thing you know you'll have a cold. 
However, choosing a healthy snack 
does not have to mean sacrificing flavour. 
There are many ways to make traditional 
snacks more waistline-friendly. When it's 
cold outside, reach for a healthy snack 
instead of something that will ruin your 
diet! Some are mentioned below: 
Soup 
Be it chicken or tomato, a low-sodium 
soup is a nutritious snack choice and a tasty 
winter comfort food . Avoiding cream-based, 
high-calorie soups makes this a healthy 
choice while vegetable soups can provide 
fibre and vitamins . 
Oatmeal 
On a cold day, a bowl of steaming hot 
oatmeal can help to warm you up, and also 
provides health benefits. The soluble fibre in 
oatmeal helps lower "bad" cholesterol 
known as low-density lipoprotein. Soluble 
fibre also slows down the absorption of 
cholesterol in your bloodstream, reducing 
overall cholesterol levels. For added fibre 
and nutrients, add blueberries, bananas or 
raspberries . 
Baked sweet potatoes 
Sweet potatoes 
are simple to 
make, easy 
to clean up 
and make a 
convenient 
snack that 
also provides 
valuable nutrition. Sweet potatoes contain a 
large amount of beta-carotene, which helps 
the body make vitamin A, and they contain 
fibre, vitamin B-6, potassium, vitamin C, 
calcium and magnesium. 
Hot chocolate 
While hot chocolate may not click in our 
mind when thinking of a healthy snack, 
there are ways to make this winter drink 
a healthier option. For example, choose a 
low-sugar or sugar-free cocoa mix, and use 
fat-free or 1 per cent milk to cut calories and 
fat . This drink provides calcium and vitamin 
D, and cocoa provides antioxidants that help 
protect cells against damage caused by free 
radicals 
\ 
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Rainwear Style Guide 
What to buy to keep you dry 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
life & Style Editor 
W hen shopping for rain gear in Vancouver, it's important to remember that the jacket you 
purchase is what you are going to be 
wearing for the next nine months. Or more. 
So investing in a raincoat that is going to 
last a long time, while keeping you warm 
and dry, is an absolute must. And while 
you're spending so much money, you might 
as well buy a jacket that fits you well and 
looks good, right? Exactly. 
When purchasing a good rain jacket 
there are a few key points to look out for 
to ensure you are getting the most for your 
money. First off, make sure your rain gear 
is waterproof, not water-resistant! Read the 
label for the word "waterproof," as some 
fabrics are only water-resistant, which 
will result in greater wear-and-tear and 
eventually your rain jacket will no longer be 
functional. Laminated fabric, like Gore-Tex, 
will keep water out and allow your body to 
breathe; however, it is pricier than cheaper 
quality materials like rubberized cotton 
fabrics. 
Secondly, make sure that your raincoat 
has all the bells and whistles you're paying 
My Sister's Closet; 
for; meaning, ensure it is the right length 
(do you want a longer or shorter jacket?), 
and check to see if there is a large enough 
hood for sweaters to fit under for when it 
gets cold. Check for other small features 
like sealed zippers, extra pockets, and 
vents for better breathability. Once you 
have figured out what your raincoat's 
purpose is (like whether or not you want a 
longer jacket to cover-up dresses, without 
a hood, and large pockets for keys and 
cellphone), then you can begin deciding 
how fashionable you want your raingear to 
style that falls to the knee). The Mackage 
line isn't the typical rain gear you would 
choose to stay warm as the material is 
quite thin, but if you throw on a sweater 
\ underneath during the fall and winter, 
this trendy piece is perfect for spring and 
summer months too. Right now on the 
Neiman Marcus website, the Mackage 
Packable jackets are on sale from $230 
down to $103. 
If you want a jacket that is better 
suited for colder weather, and possibly 
want something that is more functional than 
"Laminated fabric, like Gore-Tex, will keep water out and allow your 
body to breathe; however, It Is pricier than cheaper quality materials 
like rubberized cotton fabrics." 
be. Opting for darker colors means more 
versatility, while bright neon's are more fun. 
A solid investment worth advancing 
your allowance on is the Neiman Marcus 
Mackage Packables raincoat that folds up 
into a purse. Totally stylish, warm, and 
varying in colors and length, this is one 
raincoat that is sure to insure that you stay 
stylish and dry. Featured in the Mackage 
Packables line, is the Pearl (a shorter hip-
length jacket) and the Reece (a trench coat 
fashionable,Arc'teryx makes great outdoor 
rain apparel for both men and women. 
Located in North Vancouver, theArc'teryx 
factory store offers 40-60 per cent off all 
merchandise. While jackets start at roughly 
$700, with such great sales prices, a quality 
jacket can be found starting at $300; it 
really depends on how much you are willing 
to spend. Other quality brands, that are 
much more affordable, include Eddie Bauer, 
Frogg Toggs, MEC, and Reily Hansen. 
Yaletown boutique promotes sustainability and strengthens community 
By Stephanie Trembath, 
life & Style Editor 
W henever I decide to go to Yaletown, I usually plan on spending $3.57-just enough 
for a Starbucks Grande White-Mocha 
Americano to assist me through an 
afternoon of eyeing clothes I cannot 
afford. Yaletown is the best place to 
window shop for interesting ideas and 
funky clothes, so if you have the time and 
money I recommend taking an afternoon 
to check out the trendy stores in this 
upscale part of Vancouver's downtown 
core. One such Yaletown jewel to visit 
is a trendy and unique-concept boutique 
that opened last spring: My Sister's 
Closet. 
Located just off Seymour Street, 
close to a Starbucks and down from the 
Bank of Montreal, My Sister's Closet 
sells clothes for both men and women, 
and offers high-quality clothing for 
surprisingly affordable prices. With local 
designers from all over Vancouver, there 
is a wide variety of clothes, jewelry, 
lingerie, and shoes-all HST free-in 
addition to a collection of second-hand 
vintage pieces for ridiculously low prices. 
Mariana Garcia, who is in charge of the 
Retail Program, seeks out local artists 
from Vancouver's downtown Eastside 
to help support low-income designers in 
selling handmade jewellery and clothes. 
My curiosity piqued at the super 
low prices and urban vintage clothing 
items, so I felt I had to investigate and 
ask a few questions as this store offers 
lower prices than any other boutique in 
Yaletown. What I discovered was that 
store. 
With a second location on 
Commercial Drive, the company 
aims to create a successful business 
where women have a safe place in the 
community to work and learn from. My 
Sister's Closet is not only an outlet for 
shopping, but brings Vancouver residents 
together to help stop violence against 
women. The store's Commercial location 
opened in 1990, while the Yaletown 
location opened in 2004. Yaletown was 
selected as a perfect location as a result 
of the ongoing sex trade occurring in the 
area. 
"My Sister's Closet is not only an outlet for shopping, but brings 
Vancouver residents together to help stop violence against women." 
My Sister's Closet is an active network 
of volunteers who work to sustain and 
keep the store open, as well as to train 
low-income individuals to create jewelry 
and clothing. Funded and supported by 
Battered Women's Support Services 
(BWSS), the store is actually a means 
to connect to the community and help 
battered women escape unreasonable 
circumstances. My Sister's Closet 
provides clothing, money, and a healthy 
means of support to these women; in 
return, they work to help sustain the 
The interior is simple and clean, 
and the staff are incredibly friendly, and 
while I didn't purchase anything this 
time (I'm still on my clothing cleanse!), 
I recommend My Sister(s Closet to check 
out on a rainy afternoon this fall. The 
stores pricing isn't as qu~te as good as 
Value Village, but knowing that your 
money is going into sustaining a healthier 
community and working to support 
stopping violence against women in 
Vancouver is definitely worth splurging 
for a new dress! ' 
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Douglas College's Event Magazine celebrates 40 years of literary adventure 
E Tlul anniversarv 
By Sharon Miki 
I n a world where books are often used as drink coasters and rhymes are most recited when Katy Perry sings them while lounging 
naked in cotton candy clouds , it can be difficult 
to find a stable , long-lasting home for authentic 
Canadian literature . And yet, Event Magazine 
has done just that-for four decades . 
Event is a literary magazine housed in the 
halls of Douglas College. Released three times 
per year, Event publishes the best in poetry, 
fiction , non-fiction, and book reviews-often, 
with award-winning results (this year alone, 
Event was the winner of the 2011 National 
Magazine Award for Fiction and a finalist for the 
2011 National Magazine Award for Poetry) . 
Now, after forty years of publication , the 
magazine is ready to celebrate its history and 
look forward to the future. 
Looking back 
Event's journey to become the magazine it is 
today has been undulating. Although Event 
published its first issue in the spring of 1971 
from Douglas College, Douglas has not been the 
magazine's only home. In the 1980s, Douglas 
College was split into Douglas College and 
Kwantlen College (now Kwantlen Polytechnic 
University) and the literary magazine moved 
to the Kwantlen campus. After spending 
a number of years with Kwantlen, Event 
eventually returned to its original home in New 
Westminster; however, the physical upheaval 
of the magazine is just one example of the 
struggles faced by a small , college-housed 
literary magazine. 
Regardless of where it's been produced, 
Event has always featured the work of both 
new and established writers by and about 
Canadians . Indeed, over the years Event has 
featured the poems and stories of a variety of 
talents, such as Evelyn Lau, Charles Bukowski , 
and Kevin Chong (who also served as judge for 
the magazine's annual Creative Non-Fiction 
Contest in 2011) . By supporting both green and 
well-known writers, Event is able to honour 
and showcase those who have made a name 
for themselves in the literary scene-whilst 
also creating new superstars by giving up-and-
corning writers a venue to expose their ideas . 
Similarly, Event has also undertaken 
several projects that have become annual 
traditions in the literary community. Most 
notably, the Creative Non-Fiction Contest has 
run every year since 1987 and the Notes on 
Writing Issue (which features reflections on 
writing from prominent authors) has been a 
yearly treat since 1992. 
Today, former contributor, poet, and 
Douglas College Creative Writing instructor 
Elizabeth Bachinsky is the editor of Event. 
Bachinsky's advancement to her current role 
as editor has spanned several years-exposing 
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EVENT 
moves to 
Kwantlen 
College 
her to the magazine at every level, from 
student reader to contributor to section 
editor. "Probably the first time I ever 
saw Event was when I was a student at 
Douglas College ... we used the book as 
a course material for a class we were 
taking," Bachinsky recalls. "Years later, 
one of my first publications was with Event 
Magazine." Bachinsky began working for 
the magazine in 2005 as a genre editor for 
the poetry section under Billeh Nickerson, 
and eventually took over for former editor 
Rick Maddocks in 2010. 
Today's "Event: 40th Anniversary Issue 
The current issue of Event is a special one: 
the 40th Anniversary Issue. As Bachinsky 
writes on the issue's back cover, "This is 
an issue of Champions. Not only those 
champions we publish-but also those 
who keep passing the torch, and passing 
it well." Framed with an introduction 
commemorating the anniversary, in which 
Bachinsky speaks to the longevity of the 
magazine and pays tribute to those who 
1988. 
EVENT's 
Creative Non-
Fiction Contest 
is established 
' 1987 
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to Douglas 
College 
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Annual Notes 
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have dedicated themselves to Event in the 
past, the issue features an appropriately 
jubilant mix of old and new, contrasting a 
retrospective of past-editors' selections with 
fresh works. 
Another forty? 
With sales of print publications dwindling 
across the country, it's difficult not to 
wonder about the future of Douglas 
College's mecca of literary culture. 
While no one can totally predict how 
the format may evolve, Bachinsky has faith 
in the genre. "I think, at its core, literary 
magazines are always going to do what 
they've always done-which is provide a 
venue for emerging and established writers 
to show their work. I think that's always 
going to be true." 
Managing editor Nikki Reimer adds 
that "there are constantly new challenges, 
and publishing is changing rapidly," but 
points to the magazine's longevity through 
struggle in the past as an indicator of 
its future in the next few years. "In four 
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1991 2002 
years, it could be a very different project, 
although ... it's been so strong for such a long 
time, I feel confident in saying that [Event] 
will still be around and still be a part of 
Canadian literature." 
Indeed, when reflecting on Event's 
history during the production of the 40th 
Anniversary Issue, Bachinsky was struck 
by how the magazine has repeatedly been 
faced with strife-and how its editors 
have protected it. "Every single one of the 
editors and managing editors, everybody, 
has always really been a champion for this 
project. Everyone has at some point been to 
a place where you don't know what's going 
to happen with [the magazine], like funding 
changes.lt gets very scary, and everyone is 
always fighting for it, and it's made it. It's a 
bit remarkable." 
The big Event 
A milestone like this can't go by without 
some cake and circumstance, so Event is 
throwing a party. 
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"It is going to be a fantastic celebration 
of the magazine and everyone who has 
worked so hard to make it a magazine that's 
lasted for forty years," says Reimer. 
The event, which will be held at the 
college on the evening of Wednesday, 
October 26, will be hosted by Bachinsky 
and will feature Event editorial alumni 
David Zieroth, Calvin Wharton, Cathy 
Stonehouse, Billeh Nickerson, and Rick 
Maddocks. "What's exciting is that we're 
going to hear from five former editors 
who will each speak a little bit about their 
time at the magazine, as well as the piece 
that they've selected to be profiled in the 
retrospective section-and they're also all 
going to share some of their current work, 
because they're all writers who write as 
well as being editors," says Reimer. 
Event Magazine's 40th Anniversary 
celebration will be held at the New 
Westminster campus on Wednesday, 
October 26 from 7:00p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in 
the Douglas Room. Admission is free. 
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For your eyes only, everyone 
Remembering social media Isn't secret media 
Sharon Mlkl 
assistant editor 
S o I was walking through our shiny new concourse the other day and, lo! What did I see on the giant TV? 
Douglas College's twitterfeed was rolling 
across the bottom third. My first reaction? 
Nausea. Thoughts of random tweets I'd 
made to @douglascollege (namely, tweets 
about the availability of cake on campus) 
haunted me; while I understand that the 
nature of the social media that I love so 
dearly is to be, well, social , I was startled at 
of stalkers in compiling and displaying 
everything there is to know about you since 
the fateful day you joined the site. From 
your friendships to breakups to marriages 
to photos to comments-Timeline helpfully 
tracks your life for you and any creepy or 
curious online fellows . 
Look, I'm not against social media: 
I don' t tweet my social insurance number 
and I like making jokes (my 337 Facebook 
friends provide me with a larger audience 
than my 13 real-life friends) so for me, the 
benefits outweigh the possibility of crushing 
embarrassment. Still, it's important to 
remember that posting anything online-
even if you're alone when you hit send-is 
as public and vulnerable an act as running 
"We love our social media-Instantly sharing our lives with the click-clack-
clank of our fingers-but many of us forget that publishing posts, tweets, 
and lnstagrams is akin to shouting personal updates Into an auditorium." 
the overtly public display of it . 
We love our social media-instantly 
sharing our lives with the click-clack-clank 
of our fingers - but many of us forget that 
publishing posts , tweets , and instagrams 
is akin to shouting personal updates into 
an auditorium. We forget , that is , until we 
see them rolling across a large screen at 
our college. While social posts might seem 
closed and transient when we clumsily 
post "gfgodfgha drunk n seksi wooot" at 
2 a .m . or tweet (in moments of intense 
existentialist contemplation) "life is truly: 
life #deep," they're actually open and 
enduring. 
Need proof? Take the case of the new 
Facebook Timeline. As Facebook's latest 
invention, the Timeline takes the place 
12 
through a crowd: if you' re going to do it 
naked, be prepared for people to look. 
My tips for maintaining a successful online 
presence: 
Never, ever, ever post anything 
that you wouldn't want your mom, 
grandma, religious leader or future 
children to see . Because they will . And 
so will your boss 
Be mysterious . Try posting comments 
to events you don't attend and check 
into places you 've never been to in an 
attempt to throw your stalkers off your 
trail 
Photoshop all pictures of yourself 
that you post so online friends and 
followers think you're more attractive 
than you actually are 
What to do when your back's up against the Wall 
Occupy Wall Street returns to Its birthplace 
By Dylan Hackett, Staff Writer 
T he mass occupation of Wall Street is surging beyond the financial mecca of New York and spreading 
the revolutionary fever through to the rest 
of North America, with occupations being 
arranged at most major cities-including 
Vancouver. This means you don't need to 
book a plane ticket to the Big Apple to be 
able to join the cause, but can simply unite 
with the Occupy Vancouver community on 
October 15, this Saturday, at the Vancouver 
Art Gallery. 
"Why me" you ask? Well, the causes 
being championed by the movement are 
actually very relevant to students. With 
tuition skyrocketing well beyond the 
more than just unemployed youths and has 
official support from many New York trade 
unions, including the 38,000-strong transit 
workers union. Also among the crowd are 
WWII veterans, donning full-uniform and 
signs. One of the heroes' signs read "make 
Wall Street the tomb of greed." 
With Occupy Vancouver, the 
movement is corning home to its 
intellectual birthplace. The Vancouver-
based anti-consumerist and revolutionary 
publication Adbusters came up with the 
idea of occupying Wall Street, NYC after 
the sudden uprisings against corrupt, 
military-rule in North Mrican countries had 
mass popular support and forced out cruel 
leaders such as Hosni Mubarak of Egypt 
and Muarnmar Gaddafi of Libya (though 
"What "#occupywallstreet" (the movement was thought up with Twitter hash 
tag in mind) and the demonstrations peripheral to It stand for Is simple: the 
electorate refuses to be the victims of corporate kleptocracy." 
pace of inflation, we have to remind our 
bought-and-paid for federal and provincial 
governments and the big businesses that 
fund their agenda that it is the voting public 
who elects them and us, not banks, oil 
companies, and other corporations, whom 
they should be held accountable to. We 
should be able to carve out our careers 
without amassing debts that can grow to 
be double what you borrowed , or in worst 
cases, bankrupt you. 
What "#occupywallstreet'' (the 
movement was thought up with Twitter 
hash tag in mind) and the demonstrations 
peripheral to it stand for is simple: the 
electorate refuses to be the victims of 
corporate kleptocracy. The fact that the 
occupation and demonstration is finally 
receiving media attention beyond that of 
progressive and independent blog-sites 
shows that the formidable 20,000 plus 
people camping out in New York are being 
acknowledged. The occupation is attracting 
the NATO invasion definitely helped spur 
him out.) Seeing the power of social media 
like Twitter and Facebook being used to 
organize individuals-citizen to citizen-
was enough for Adbusters to publish the 
proposition of occupying Wall Street. 
From there, the idea carried itself to New 
York through social networks and has been 
facilitated by independent organizers. 
There are no corporate sponsors 
to the movement. Sure, Michael Moore 
has dropped by the protest zone and 
Radiohead played a free show for those 
demonstrating, but Adbusters neither paid 
nor told them to. We are at the beginning 
of an organic and grassroots movement 
that if built by determined people will 
facilitate real change beyond election-time 
sound bites and campaign promises . Show 
up to Occupy Vancouver as a student, as a 
citizen-as someone with a stake in your 
own future . 
----
Province pedalling in the wrong 
direction with bike licenses, Insurance 
By Jacey Glbb, Opinions Editor 
Earlier this year a report was released showing that, understandably, with more bikers on our roads, there has 
been an increase in the number of cyclists 
involved in accidents. Coinciding with this 
information, a city transportation report 
surveyed nearly 9,000 citizens and is now 
claiming that "Vancouverites want cyclists 
to get licensed and insured." 
Vancouver is an interesting city in that 
it aspires to be environmentally friendly 
(the bar is already being set rather high, 
with the goal of being the greenest city in 
the world by 2020), yet it still retains many 
of the features of a metropolis. Larger 
cities like Tokyo have almost completely 
passed the torch to cyclists, but Canada is 
different from Japan in that our cities suffer 
from urban sprawl. Instead of building 
skyward with more apartments and condos, 
Vancouver has miles of suburbs. And even 
though TransLink has done a jolly good 
job providing accessible public transit to 
almost every comer of the Lower Mainland, 
sometimes biking is the best way to go. Is it 
really fair to then punish those who choose 
to go this way with more bureaucracy? 
Biking isn't necessarily my favourite 
pastime, but I still own a modest model and 
occasionally partake in a sunny afternoon 
cycling . Would I too have to pay for 
insurance on my recreation mobile? More 
importantly, what about the people who 
treat their two wheeler as their main mode 
of transportation? Some people opt for this 
method because they save money on gas, 
insurance, and all of the other nauseating 
costs that come with owning a vehicle. It 
hardly seems fair to suddenly slap someone 
who is trying to save their dollars with a 
monthly premium. 
I thought Vancouver was trying to 
encourage people to bike more? Have I 
misinterpreted the blatant "Bike to Work" 
banners I see everywhere and all of the 
recent retooling being done to various 
streets in order to accommodate bike lanes? 
While I'm not sure if bikes will ever take 
over as the dominant set of wheels on our 
roads, introducing mandatory insurance and 
licenses would guarantee that they never will . 
Off campus cuisine: Quantum Cafe Bistro 
A coffee shop for the modern man 
By Jacey Glbb, Opinions Editor 
Does cafeteria food fail to cater to your 
taste buds? Not digging the Dougout? 
Then grab your finest bib and try to avoid 
drooling on the person next to you, because 
we're here to offer salvation for you 
students looking to humble your hunger, 
without having to wear your shoes out 
getting there. 
Last week, a friend and I were hoping 
to grab a cup of coffee in-between classes . I 
was tempted to forgo any act of originality, 
looking forward to my traditional Grande 
no-room Americano, but a voice in my head 
pleaded for a breakaway from the current 
conforming coffee world crowded with 
more Starbucks, Blenzes, and Waves than 
you can shake a stick at. And so it was: I 
stumbled upon Quantum Cafe Bistro. 
An attractively brief walk down Agnes 
Street will take you to 6'h Street, where this 
three-and-a-half month old gem awaits. The 
name itself drips with a modem feel, yet I 
was still surprised at how contemporary the 
interior was. While most coffee shops strive 
to obtain that cliche cozy atmosphere, one 
where you have to restrain yourself from 
curling up to a cup of earl grey in, Quantum 
provides a professional backdrop without 
coming across as too Yaletown-ish.lt's 
a nice breather from the mass-produced, 
generic but supposedly individualistic decor 
you find in every other Starbucks. 
By the time we arrived, the afternoon 
crowd had ravaged the majority of the 
sandwich display case, but I managed to 
snag the last turkey panini. Opting to ignore 
my recommended daily dose of greens, I 
chose the cream of tomato soup instead of 
salad for my side, while my partner in crime 
took the righteous path and ordered a simple 
garden salad. For drinks, we decided a pair 
of lattes would do just fine . 
While we waited for our impending 
delicacies, my comrade noted the high 
quality espresso beans being used (one 
brand being Black Cat, which is roasted in 
Chicago). The lattes arrived shortly after 
and personally, I couldn't make out any 
differences between it and any other latte 
I've had before. The prices supposedly 
reflect the quality though, so I guess 
I've just been desensitized after drinking 
Superstore brand coffee for the last several 
months. 
The gap between our drinks arriving 
and getting our food was a bit longer than 
comfortable for the type of establishment 
Quantum seems to portray (I stopped 
checking after 12 minutes). The experience 
did a wonderful180 when the meals did 
make their way to our table. My panini was 
Resignations and realizations 
JaceyGibb 
opinions 8dffor 
Y ou may have noticed a tiny rain cloud hovering outside The Other Press room this past week 
and thought to yourself, "Huh? What is 
such a dreary thing doing lurking around 
such a positive place?" This raincloud's 
creator has a name, and her name is Julia 
Siedlanowska. A fan favourite since day 
one, you've probably seen her name 
plastered over our paper, often next to play 
reviews and throughout the arts section, but 
as of last Monday she has resigned from the 
position of Arts Reviewer in order to focus 
on her academics (school's for fools Julia, 
accept it). My personal grief aside, this 
departure of one of the paper's finest forced 
me to have a miserable realization: things 
don't stay the same forever. 
It's not like this is the first time I've 
had this type of awakening. Thinking back 
to high school graduation and every time 
I've quit a job, the feeling is always one 
of excitement for the future and sadness 
over what is being left behind. I'm not 
one for getting overly comfortable in 
my current settings and I usually end up 
doing something drastic to change up my 
surroundings (hello move to Vancouver!) 
but the life I have at Douglas, while having 
warm and crispy, with the cheese melting 
seamlessly through the contents, while the 
soup was the creamiest and most satisfying 
I've ever had. The garden salad didn't look 
like it was worth the six dollars my friend 
had ponied up for it, but she assured me it 
was quite good. 
Looking at Quantum post-
consumption, I found myself tom. The lattes 
were average and the food was exceptional, 
its downs, has been incredible. Julia's 
departure has forced me to acknowledge 
that this time next year,l'll have moved 
on to SFU and will be that much closer 
towards my career. Time flies when you're 
abusing student loans. 
It wouldn't be healthy if ten years 
from now, all of the current staff at the 
paper were still working there (a college 
newspaper run solely by people in their 
thirties? Sign me up!) but I guess I choose 
to ignore that thought the majority of the 
time.l think of the countless Opinions 
Editors that came before me and then I 
think about all of the ones who will come 
after me. I already know that when I wrap 
things up at Douglas this year, I will be 
giving up my position for someone new to 
voice the opinions of the people and make 
endless puns with. Looking around the 
room this semester, I see the "new class" 
of fresh, talented writers eager to make the 
paper the best that it can be. They're so 
focused on their new beginnings at college 
that they're not even thinking about what 
happens when it comes to an end. I guess 
that's all you can really focus on, because if 
you end up thinking about the future, well, 
it'll probably sneak up on you a lot quicker. 
Though I know our similar self-
destructive lifestyles will surely keep us 
in touch, Julia's chiller than freezing point 
attitude and breakfast wrap making skills 
will sorely be missed. Keep living the 
dream, pal. 
but the wait time was a real downer, 
especially since we were the only patrons 
in the place at the time. Having another 
person on staff would probably help. My 
bill also came to $13, which is more than 
I feel comfortable dishing out at this point 
in the semester. But hey, these days I don't 
feel comfortable even buying off the $1.39 
value menu. 
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Nine more months of hockey 
pepsi II B •::~ ~~--=~ N~~ 
By Josh Martin, Sports Editor 
I t's that time of year again, with that sweet scent in the air that blows through the crisp fall trees and says ... 
hockey for the next nine months. It sure is 
a beautiful thing. 
The Vancouver Canucks opened their 
2011-12 regular season last Thursday 
night in a thrilling effort of a 4-3 shootout 
loss against the Pittsburgh Penguins. 
Vancouver ticket holders must have been 
disappointed that they couldn't see the 
Pen's captain Sidney Crosby up close 
in action as the superstar-and recently 
named number one player on TSN's list 
of 50 best players in the NHL, for the 
second year in a row-was at no surprise 
out of the lineup with his post-concussion 
problems. Well there's always next year 
when he visits. 
On the plus side, the Canucks had 
some flashes of looking like the high 
flying team that dominated the league 
last year, after starting out with a slow 30 
minutes where the Pens capitalized. The 
Canucks looked stronger and stronger as 
the game progressed, however it wasn't 
quite enough as the men in white and 
blue flopped in the shootout despite a 
promising third period and overtime 
frame. 
Maxim Lapierre, Keith Ballard, and 
Daniel Sedin were among the Canucks 
goal scorers while James Neal and Matt 
Cooke (2) came up big on the score sheet 
for the Penguins . D-man, Ballard surprised 
everyone watching the game including 
himself as he started the year off with a 
beauty of a goal on a confident play where 
he picked up a pass from Henrik Sedin, 
flew past the defenders, and snapped the 
to go looking for his jock strap after the 
game. Both players made some beautiful 
moves that ended with the puck in the 
back of the net while on the other hand, 
Alex Burrows and Mikael Samuelsson 
came up short on the confident goalie on 
the opposing end of the rink, Marc-Andre 
Aeury. He made an impressive 33 saves 
and posted a .917 Save Percentage in the 
game. 
Third line winger, Chris Higgins stole 
the spotlight from the much-anticipated 
"The Canucks looked stronger and stronger as the game 
progressed, however it wasn't quite enough as the men in white 
and blue flopped in the shootout despite a promising third period 
and overtime frame." 
puck top shelf past Aeury. A bittersweet 
play for the defensemen since all of last 
year he was in Coach Alain Vigneault's 
doghouse for not showing confidence in 
what he's capable of on the ice. Afresh 
start perhaps for number four on a new 
,year. 
Kris Letang and Evgeni Malkin 
absolutely undressed goaltender Roberto 
Luongo (25 saves, and .893 Save 
Percentage) in the shootout, forcing him 
Cody Hodgson who was centreing 
the second line alongside Samuelsson 
and Marco Sturm. He was absolutely 
everywhere. Battling in comers, fore 
checking, back checking, finishing checks, 
forcing turnovers, and producing quality 
scoring chances-a coach's dream as 
some might say. Although he didn't score 
any goals, he was one of the best players 
on the ice, not missing a single beat from 
where he left off last June in the playoffs 
when he was a contributing factor to the 
Canucks post-season success. 
With such a great effort from 
Higgins, a lot of pressure rests on 
Hodgson as he was almost completely 
invisible in the first game of the season 
with the exception to a third period 
scoring chance, where he just missed far 
side on a patient wrist shot where Aeury 
just got a piece of it, from putting the 
game away 4-3. With that being said, it 
was just one game and there are 81 more 
to go, but with Ryan Kesler expecting 
to come back from injury in 5-6 games 
it leaves the question of where Hodgson 
might fit into the line-up. Coach Alain 
Vigneault was throwing his fourth line 
out on the ice without any hesitation 
whatsoever and the third line of Higgins, 
Manny Malhotra, and Jannik Hansen 
seemed to click right away with chemistry 
on almost every shift. Hodgson might be 
a second-line wing candidate with Kesler 
centreing and Samuelsson on the other 
side, but who really knows. Anything can 
happen in the remaining games before the 
ESPN cover model, Kesler, returns from 
his injury. Let's just say that Hodgson 
better find his groove if he wants to stick 
around. 
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By David Hollinshead 
TI Indianapolis Colts have been aper Bowl contenders almost every year, and despite everyone believing 
tfley were gmng downhill, they find a way 
ro win enough games to get to the post 
season. This was all possible due to Hall of 
Fame-to,-be quarterback Peyton Manning. 
Unfortunately, Manning will most likely 
be out for the year after neck surgery. 
As a short-term answer, the Colts signed 
veteran quarterback Kerry Collins, who was 
supposed to retire . 
Analysts always wonder how the team 
would do without their all-star quarterback. 
When the New England Patriots lost 
quarterback all-star Tom Brady a couple of 
seasons ago to a knee injury, backup Matt 
Casscl was at least able to lead them to a 
1()....{) record and just barely miss the post 
season. He then got a huge contract with the 
Kansas City Chiefs, something they may be 
regretting right now. 
Every Colts fan was trying their best 
to be optimistic in week one against the 
Houston Texans. The offense fell flat on its 
face as their division rival Texans rolled 
over them 34-7; the Colts got their only 
touchdown in the fourth quarter. 
Against the Cleveland Browns the next 
week, the Colts offence still only produced 
one touchdown, but was able to set up four 
field goals. Backup QB Collins couldn't 
even amass a 200 yard game, a must in 
today's NFL. The offence was tested against 
the Pittsburgh Steelers, who have been 
known to have one of the stingiest defenses 
in the league. The Colts only lost by a field 
goal 23-20 and even had the lead at half time. 
At 0-3, the Colts were off to their 
worst start in years. That would be the end 
of Kerry Collins, and the start of Curtis 
Painter. Painter was drafted a couple years 
ago as a potential successor to Manning 
(who's getting up there in age), but it never 
panned out as they hoped. 
Pushed into his first start, Painter 
looked like a deer in headlights several 
times, but didn't have a terrible game 
against the Tampa Bay Buccaneers. The 
Colts lost 24-17, as Tampa Bay scored a 
touchdown in the fourth quarter and the 
Colts couldn't come back. Painter went 13 
for 30 with 281 yards and two touchdowns. 
At 0-4, the Colts don't have much to lose, 
and have decided to roll with Painter, at 
least for the time being. 
Quarterback for Stanford University 
Andrew Luck, who is being praised as one 
of the best QB prospects in years, might 
be on his way to Indy. In what's being 
called ''The Andrew Luck Lottery," the 
worst teams in this year's regular season 
are supposedly racing to the bottom of the 
league to draft him. It's purely a joke, but 
in the Colts case, it might not be a terrible 
idea. Manning is 36 years old and in his 
13th year in the league; having Manning 
mentor such a physically and mentally 
talented quarterback in Luck would almost 
guarantee the Colts another 10 years of 
a decent quarterback. Is Luck the next 
Manning? Never know, but if the Colts are 
0-5 after their game against the Kansas City 
Chiefs on Sunday, they're sure to take a 
look at him. 
-----·-· ----------------------------~--------. 
Royals update 
This past weekcod the Roym mea'a soccer team woo bact -to-back games against the K wandeo Eaates 
resulting in a 7-1 blowout on Saturday and a 
5-1 thrashing on Sunday at the homecoming 
game in Coquitlam at Charles Best. The 
Royals are currently sitting pretty in the 
standings at first place with a 7-1-1 record 
and 22 points in Group A. Next week the 
boys will be trekking up to Prince George 
for a 2 p.m. Sunday match against the 
UNBC Timberwolves who are in second 
place in Group A. behind the Royals, with 
14 points . 
On the other hand, the Royals 
women's soccer team played the Kwantlen 
Eagles in back-to-hack games as well this 
past weekend , resulting in a 6-0 loss in 
Saturday's match and a prevailing 2-1 win 
in the Sunday match. They are presently 
in fourth place in the standings in Group 
A with a 2-1-6 record and seven points. 
They will also be making the trek up to 
the north with a 12 p.m. match against the 
Timberwolves. 
That's the weekly report: stay tuned for 
next week's Royals Update! Have a good one! 
.. :. 
··~ 
Turf wars: Battle of the blades 
By Eric Wilkins, Staff Writer 
I find it amusing that in a world dominated by the mantra, "organic is good" so many people not only play 
on artificial turf, but seem to prefer it . 
I, however, hate artificial turf. I am not 
going to litter subtle shots throughout 
this article, and lead you, the reader, to 
merely assume I am against it; I have 
stated it clearly to prevent any possible 
misunderstanding. 
Natural grass is , first and foremost . .. 
natural . Grass is affected by the rain. 
When it rains , grass fields can deteriorate 
and become muddy. When the cold 
sets in the field hardens. In the summer 
heat (depending on the quality of the 
field), the grass can become rough and 
sandy. One can look at these changes in 
field condition as major strikes against 
grass fields , but I prefer to see them as 
positives . Sport is about unpredictability. 
Adjustments are a part of the game. 
They make it interesting. What kid 
hasn't played a game of soccer and come 
home completely caked in mud? Just try 
and tell me that this isn't an experience 
everyone should have. 
In order to keep up the pretence 
of my complete un-biasedness, I shall 
mention the benefits of artificial turf 
first before proceeding to slag it. It is 
long-lasting and requires almost no 
maintenance (sort of like a concrete 
sidewalk) . On the negative side, however, 
everything about it is fake . Grass is 
purported to have "blades" but these are 
nothing compared to the plastic swords 
found on turf fields. To anyone who has 
hitch rides home with the players and 
hang out in large masses in the washing 
machine. They also have a seemingly 
magnetic attraction to the eye-a most 
uncomfortable experience indeed. It must 
be mentioned that turf also tends not to 
have as much give in it. Due to this there 
is a much higher incidence of injury 
(specifically to the knee) on artificial turf 
than there is on natural grass. 
"When the cold sets In the field hardens. In the summer heat (depending 
on the quality of the field), the grass can become rough and sandy. One 
can look at these changes In field condition as major strikes against 
grass fields, but I prefer to see them as positives." 
ever had the unfortunate happenstance 
of attempting to slide on a turf field, it 
is common knowledge that these blades 
are the culprits behind the notorious "turf 
bum." Grass doesn't do this. Scattered 
amongst these green devils are the turf 
equivalent of dirt: small, black, rubber 
pellets. The main reason for these bits' 
presence is to create a softer, more 
"grass-like" surface-but I'd like to 
point out the secondary purpose of them: 
a horrible nuisance. These little things 
get everywhere and have a tendency to 
And if my own humble opinion is 
not enough to sway you, it should be 
noted that while many football teams 
make use of turf fields, there is no top 
soccer club in the world that plays 
games on artificial turf (MLS is not a top 
league .. . ). These clubs are in the business 
of making money too; when they decide 
to throw untold sums of money into 
maintaining grass pitches instead of 
making the easy investment of a turf 
field, it should send a strong message as 
to what their opinion of artificial turf is. 
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He's a double aqent with a 
sepia toned past, and he 
· doesn't just pack heat; 
he packs puns. 
\ 
He's an ex-firefighter on 
the run from his sixteen 
beautiful ex-wives and 
their illegitimate candy 
corn children. 
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BC boy stepping up in Calgary 
Jon Cornish's big break 
By David Hollinshead 
T wo games ago, the Calgary Stampeders moved running back Jon Cornish ahead of potential Hall of Farner Joffrey Reynolds on the depth chart, and they haven't 
looked back. Reynolds was once the premier back of the 
league, leading the CFL in rushing in 2008 and 2009, and now 
has been a healthy scratch the last two games . 
The 26-year-old Cornish on the other hand, has started 
the last two games, carrying the ball 22 times for 233 yards, 
and was named the CFL's top Canadian for the month of 
September-when he totalled 336 rushing yards and 153 
receiving yards and averaged an astounding 7 .8 yards a carry 
this season with four touchdowns. Cornish, originally from 
New Westminister, was named BC Provincial high school 
player of the year in 2001. 
"I always felt I could play at this level," Cornish said. 
"It's just an opportunity presenting itself so I took advantage 
of it." 
The Calgary Stampeders drafted Cornish in the second 
round of the 2006 CFL Draft out of the University of Kansas, 
but he was limited to mostly special teams in his rookie 
year. In the next three plus years, he developed as Reynolds' 
backup, and eventually found himself sharing a one-two punch 
attack with Reynolds. In Calgary's week 13 game against the 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats, head coach and general manager John 
Hufnagel decided that Cornish would be the team's primary 
ball carrier. Cornish couldn't have been happier with the 
decision, but the fact that it came at the cost of Reynolds, was 
bittersweet. With Reynolds being a healthy scratch the past two 
games, import running back LaMarcus Coker was activated 
from the teams practice squad to back up Cornish. 
"It's cool that I get this opportunity, but it sucks that it 
comes at the cost [of Reynolds]" Cornish said recently. 
The running backs coach for Calgary Mike Gibson speaks very 
highly of Cornish, listing his abilities as being able to adjust on 
the fly, break arm tackles, and having the speed to outrun most 
linebackers who have angles on him. When Cornish returns 
home to BC Place, there is no doubt he won't be expecting 
a warm welcome, but will get his first look at the newly 
renovated stadium when he comes to Vancouver for the Grey 
Cup in November. 
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Mom! Coffeemaker crashed. 
Need caffeine for cramming. 
$$$end help. 
IIITERAC* e-Transfer: Send & receive money. For anything. to anyone. 
NOWjust$t•. 
Out of cash (or a coffee maker) on campus? Use an lnterac* e-Transfer through 
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online or using your mobile phone. At a new price of only $1' to send-
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